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NEWS - McSween Will
Be Religious Emphasis
Speaker. Goodale Organizes Welfare Work.

Editorial - Bad Season?
Seven Wins, Two Losses.
One Ail-American, Three
All-Southerns. What Do
You Think?
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Christmas Play
To Be Presented
December II
A
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PRESIDENTS GREET BOYS-

THURSDAY,

Student Turns To
Classified Section
To Get Him Dates

F or

Ordway Starns wont admit
that he had anything to do with
It, bot it was his initials and
bis P. O. box number that appeared at the bottom of a
classified advertisement in the
Keowee Courier, weekly newspaper published at Walhalla,
seeking date material. And it is
his box that is being stuffed
daily with letters from readers
of the ad. Maybe that's the way
it ought to be done, with competition so keen. Anyway, here's
the ad that is bringing in the
mail
"GIRL WASTE D—Clemson
senior,
executive
lieutenant,
wants to date some nice girl
in Walhalla, Seneca or Westminster. Give qualifications in
letter. Address Cadet. O. S,
Box 89, Clemson College."

Officials of Clemson and Auburn greeted the crowd at the football game Saturday from the same
rostrum. Shown here are Dr. L. M. Duncan, Auburn President; Alabama's Governor Dickson; a
British RAP officer; Dr. Robert Franklin Poole. Colonel H. M. Pool, and Jake Woodward, of Clemson;
and Colonel John J. Waterman, Auburn commandant.

Limestone Girls Choir To Sing
Secular Program Saturday Night
—«

Ten Clemson Men
Go To Forensic
Meet At Winthrop

Ten Clemson men led by .Chairman O. A. Mays left early this
morning to attend the tenth annual Dixie Forensic tournament
which is to be held at Winthrop
this week-end. Thirty-four eastern
coast colleges, from Maine to Florida, will compete in this contest.
Miss Bernice
Gillespie, from
Winthrop, president of the tourney, has announced that the contest will begin at 1 p. m. today
and continue through Saturday.
Miss Gillespie also announced
that the tournament will consist of
debate, direct clash, extempore, impromptu,
after-dinner,
oratory,
special contests, and problem solving.
Those representing Clemson are
Chairman O. A. Mays, J. C. Bolt,
C. J. Hipp, Ed Osborne, J. M. HenEarle K. Rambo "36 and E. T. derson, C. K. Cheezem, R, B. SeeKinard '53, both graduates of the gars, R. F. Poole, Jr., W. H. Gogagricultural engineering depart- gan, and F. S. Barnes.
ment of Clemson have recently been
awarded high promotions.
Tiger Mailing Lists
Mr. Rambo, from Ninety-Six, upTo Be Reorganized
on graduation attended Texas A &
M where he obtained his M. S.
A great number of complaints
have reached The Tiger lately,
degree in agricultural engineering,
stating that subscribers, espeand then worked as agricultural encially those on the campus, are
gineer in the University of Tennot getting the paper regularly,
nessee at Knoxville. On November
and in some cases, not at all.
1 he was promoted and assumed
The errors are due in part
he duties of head Agricultural Exto a reorganization of The Titension Engineer for the state of
Arkansas with offices in Little
ger's mailing list, and the files
will be straightened out immeSock.
diately.
Mr. Kinard, also from Ninety
It will greatly facilitate mat3ix, has just been appointed assoters for every Tiger subscriber
ciate research engineer at the Uniwho is not receiving his paper
versity of Georgia at Athens, afregularly to enter a written
ter working for the Soil Conservacomplaint to the circulation
tion service and the Duncan Condepartment.
struction upon graduation. He completed his Masters Degree at V.
P. I. in June 1941.
National Y Council

Clemson Men Get
High Promotions

Ken Cribb Edits
Tiger This Week
For the past three issues members of the junior staff who are in line
for the editorship of the
Tiger at the end of the
present semester have
handled the mechanical
make-up of the paper.
Starting with this issue
each candidate will in
turn edit one issue. The
entire editorial policy of
the paper will be determined by the acting
editor, Ken Cribb, feature editor of Spartanburg edited this issue.
Next week's editor will
be Dick Breeland, present MWS editor.

Elects Martin, Aull
Professor S. M. Martin was
elected a member of the National
Council of the YMCA at a meeting
recently held at Kannapolis, N. C.,'
P. B. Holtzendorff, secretary of the
Clemson Y announced this week.
The convention was a joint meeting of the YMCA's of North and
South Carolina held in the new
$300,000 YMCA of Cannon Mills.
Dr. G. H. Aull, also from Clemson, was the principal speaker at
the meeting and was elected a
member of the Interstate Council.
Those attending from Clemson were
Professor S. M. Martin, Dr. G. H.
Aull, and P. B. Holtzendorff.

Seniors To Sponsor
Program In Chapel
The Limestone Girl's choir, directed by Miss Katherine Pfohl,
and sponsored by
senior class, will be presented in
concert Saturday night in the college chapel, senior class President
Julian Dusenbury said yesterday.
The choir, consisting of twentyfour girls, will sing a program of
secular music before the student
body, and will sing sacred music
te regular vesper program Sunday.
Tentative plans for entertainment, Dusenbury said, include arrangements for dates for the girls
and for a senior class open house
at the YMCA immediately after
the program Saturday night.
The girls will sleep in the new
hostess quarters in the field house,
and will eat in the college mess
hall, Dusenbury said.
Miss pfohl, who will direct the
choir, is director of voice at Limestone and a former member of the
Westminster Church Choir of New
York.

Clemson Band Leads
Anderson Parade
Clemspn"s marching band, conducted by R. D. Ross, led the gala
parade in Anderson last Wednesday which opened the Anderson
Christmas season. This is the first
of three parades in which the
Clemson band is participating before the Chnstoas hohdays
Thursday the band will lead the
Easley Christmas parade, and on
the following Saturday they will
join Furman and several other college bands in the All-Star parade
in Greenville.

Directory May Be
Out By Christmas,
Sturgis States
Harry Sturgis, editor of the
1941-42 Blue Key directory, announced last night that the directory will, definitely be issued before the beginning of Christmas
holidays, and in all probability
sometime next week. 2650 copies
have already been printed.
Sturgis said that this year's directory will contain approximately
the same number of pages that last
year's did. The book will be bound
with a dark brown leatherette
cover.
The publication will contain the
usual cadet roster which lists each
cadet in alphabetical order, his
room number, class, course, and
home address. In addition to the
cadet roster the directory will afford a complete list of the concert
series, Central Dance Association
schedule, cadet military directory,
I a list of honor fraternities, a cornjplete list of faculty members, a
j roster of members of the officers of
I the administration, and of the
Commandant's staff

Reynolds Wins Trip
To Chicago Meet
E. M. Reynolds, animal husbandry junior from Lamar, left yesterday morning for Chicago where he
will attend a convention as the
Clemson winner of the recent Swift
Company essay contest.
Reynolds was .second to J. B.
Griffith in the contest, but Griffith could not attend.
Reynolds won eighty-five dollars
and an eight-day leave of absence
from the college. He will also attend the International Livestock
convention while in Chicago.
The contest was open to all seniors in the school of agriculture
and to juniors in the animal husbandry department.

Clemson Deputation
Team To Winthrop
The Clemson YMCA deputation
team presented the Sunday night
vesper program at the Winthrop
Colleye YWCA Sunday niyht after
a joint meeting with girls of that
organization.
i
The men who made the trip are
Elmore Blanton, ' Dave
Bissett,
Theodore Gage, George^Aull. Bobby
Blair, George Glenn; Milton LedlsdGarri- j
Roy, T. C. Moise
1
ton.
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McS ween Will Be Speak

Pageant Is Directed
By Sergeant Helton
"The Shepherd's Star," Christmas
pageant presenting the story of the
birth of Christ in seven scenes, will
be given in the Clemson field house
December 17, it- has been announced by Sergeant K. R, Helton, director of the pageant
Campus churches and religious
organizations, the Little Theater
Club, YMCA, and student body are
combining their efforts to make this
the greatest pageant in Clemson
history. The Inter-Church Auxiliary
is sponsoring the production. Music
will be furnished by a chorus made
up of the combined choirs of the
various churches, with Christmas
carols by the Clemson band before the curtain. Mrs. Ed Freeman
and Mrs. J. K. Goode are in charge
of music
The production was attended by
an estimated crowd of 3700 last
year, and an even larger audience
"is expected for the coming presentation.
The pageant will be in seven
scenes, including the Anunciation
to Mary, Anunciation to Joseph,
Anunciation to the Shepherds,
Journey of the ■ Kings, Journey of
the Shepherds, Warning to Joseph,
end Adoration.

DECEMBER

Reliigious Emph asis Week
—#

Company Heads
To Help Goodale
In Welfare Work

Goodale Plans
Campaign For
Good Attendance

Alpha Phi Omega
To Help Also

To Speak To Chapel
And Church Groups

Extensive plans for Christmas
welfare work, calling for clcse cooperation between faculty and student groups, were released early
this week by Professor B. E. Goodale, general chairman of the Christmas work.
Main cogs in the student work
will be the Company Commanders
club, headed by Larry Coker, and
Alpha Phi Omega, national scouting service organization, Professor
Goodale said.
Tne program will be under the
supervision of Dr. George Wise,
chairman of a year-round committee for community welfare work.
The local Boy Scout troop under leadership of Jchn Hare, member of Alpha Phi Omega, will collect toys, broken or otherwise,
from campus homes Saturday
morning, and assemble them at
the YMCA for use in the company
baskets. The Boy Scouts will repair the boys toys, and the girl
scouts, under direction of Mis.
Frank Anderson, will re-dress the
dolls.
Organization of student contributions will be carried on entirely
through the company commandale said. Each
company will be assigned as many
families as it can handle. Other
organizations in the school wishing to take part are urged to contact Professor Goodale or Larry
Coker.
Dick Sosnowski, president of the
YMCA, and Earle Roberts, president of Alpha Phi Omega, have
been appointed to an investigation
committee headed by Mrs. Gaston
Gage. Another committee, composed of Mrs. Robert Franklin Poole,
Mrs. J. K. Gocde, and Father
Riach, has been established to
help advise and direct student buying for the baskets.
The baskets will be delivered by
the boys on the day immediately
before the holidays.

Norris Will Speak
To Canterbury Club

The Reverend J. Kenneth Morris, rector of St. Johns Church,
Shandon, Columbia, will be guest
speaker at the Canterbury Club,
the Episcopal student organization,
next Wednesday night, announced
Jimmie Skardon, president, this
week.
Mr. Morris has been in charge
Tiie iocal ch
ter of B]ue Kev of missionary work for the Episco^^0^
ha5
printed
and
tne pal Church in Japan ever since his
^^^
for the
t ,
years graduation from the seminary in
absolutely free of charge. The work 1925, and knows much first hand
done on the directory each year information, said Jimmie.
has proved to be one of the best
services rendered to the student
body by any organization. Sturgis Patterson To Speak
said that the distribution of the
directory has been delayed this At Methodist Church
year because of scarcity of print- Service Next Week
ing materials, which are being used
in the national defense program.
Dwight F. Patterson, cashier of
the Palmetto Bank at Laurens,
speak at the mid-week retreat
YMCA Senior Cabinet will
at the Clemson Methodist Church
Members To Get Keys Wednesday night, the Reverend
D. A. Clyburn, pastor of the MethKeys will be presented to the odist church, announced this week.
Patterson, who graduated at Wofsenior members of the YMCA cabinet at a joint meeting of the fac- ford college, will speak of "Elements
ulpty advisory board and the Y of Success in Life from the ViewCabinet immediately after vespers point of a Banker."
a week from Sunday, P. B. HoltWhile in school, Patterson was
zendorff, YMCA secretary, aneditor of the school paper, presinounced yesterday.
dent of the senior class, a varsity
Members of the senior cabinet track man, and a member of the
are J. R Sosnowski, E. D. Garri- varsity debating team.
son, Jimmie Skardon, J. G. ?oung,
Members of
other mid-week
Julian Dusenbury, Moise Johnson,
Jack Courson, Theo Gage, Harry church groups have been invited
to attend.
Sturgis, and David Bisse::.

Bill Lippincott Dies
Of Heart Attack
Death Discovered
Monday Morning
William Leroy Lippincott, associate professor of chemistry here
for more than twenty years, died
quietly in his room at the Clemson Hotel early Monday morning,
apparently of a heart attack.
Professor Lippincott appeared to
be in excellent health when he returned to the campus after a strenudus week-end in the mountains
at his home in Highlands Sunday
night. He retired early. His death
was discovered by Professor Gilbert Miller, who was summoned
when the maid could not wake
Professor Lippincott about noon.
His eyes were closed, and he appeared to be sleeping -soundly, as
he often did on Monday mornings,
not having any classes until the
afternoon.
The picture carried above is the
last one to be made of the professor, affectionately known to hundreds of former students as "Bill".
The photograph was made in his
lab by John Harvey Wednesday
afternoon.
His death came as a shock to
his numerous friends on the cam
pus who had long supposed him
to be in perfect health. The heart
disease from which he had suffered for several years was known
only to a few friends and his family.
Graduating from Cornell University in 1918 with a Bachelor oi
Chemistry degree, Professor Lippincott took graduate work there
for several summers.
He is survived by his mother,
Mrs. Grace Lippincott, of Hornell,
N. Y., and a sister, Mrs. ./erry
Stansbury, of Bath, N. Y.
The body has been sent to Hornell, N. Y., where funeral arrangements will be announced later.

Book By Clemson
Man Is Reissued

Band Contributes
Donald Duck Brings
To Red Cross Birthday
Greeting
To Mrs. Crouch
Barracks Drive
Dick Sosnoski, chairman of the
barracks Red Cross roll call, reported last night that a total of
$29.71 has
been received from
twelve companies, with the band
making the highest company contribution of $8.04. This brought the
roll call to a close after two successful weeks under the new system of voluntary contribution.
Under this system company supply sergeants received the voluntary subscriptions from their respective companies, and no room
to room canvass was made.
"Knowing that the sum contributed was purely voluntary on the
part of the students, we can be
certain that the new system has
j worked very well and more to the
satisfaction of the cadet corps,'
Sosnoski said.

Gamma Alpha Mu
Manuscripts Due
Before Christmas

Jake Colvin, president of the Central Dance Association," has announced that Clemson's own dance
band, the Jungaleers, has been signed to play for the series of three
dances, a Friday night full dress
Military Hop, a free tea dance Saturday afternoon, and an informal
affair Saturday night.
Sponsoring for the dance will be
the dates of more than twenty
members of Scabbard and Blade,
national honor military society. J.
L. Thompson, captain of the local

company, will lead the members
and their dates through the traditional arc of sabers just before intermission Friday night, and a committee of judges, chosen from the
regular army officers here at Clemson, will select the new honorary
Colonel.
Just after intermission the juniors will reform in front of the
bandstand, Colonel Pool will announce the judges' decision, and
the winner and her escort will pass
under the crossed sabers to the

Alexander C. Crouch, son of
Dr. and Mrs. Sydney Crouch,
who is now second lieutenant
and acting company commander at Fort Monmouth, N. J.. has
a Disney artist in bis company.
On Mrs. Crouch's birthday,
Alexander had the artist draw
an original of Donald Duck,
and used it as a birthday greeting. Donald wore the insignia
of rank and service, currently
being sported by Crouch, and
fingered a telegraph key.
Lieutenant Crouch is to be
transferred soon to Neoshoe,
Mo., a new signal corps training base. Crouch will spend the
Christmas holidays here with
his wife, who became Mrs.
Crouch last March.

Perishing Rifles
To Hold Drills

' Gamma Alpha Mu president
Clemson's company of Pershing
Walter S. McDonald yesterday
Rifles, national military organiza- /
urged all Clemson men intendtion for freshmen and sophomores
ing to enter manuscripts for
in the R. O. T. C, will hold its
membership in the writer's fraannual competitive drill eliminaternity to complete their cation sometime early in the secrries' and place them in the
ond semester, Captain
Givens
hands of Professor John D.
Young stated last night. Since this
Lane, faculty advisor, before
elimination will consist mainly of
the Christmas holidays begin.
the manual of arms, all freshmen
The manuscripts will be sent
are urged to familiarize themselves
to the sponsor of the organi ' thoroughly with this phase of their
zation, Octavus Roy Cohan,
military training.
The eliminations will be conwho will be the only judge of
ducted by the local unit of Scabthe entries.
bard and Blade, national senior
military society. "The competition
Seyerman Replaced
will be keen," said Young, "and the
selection of members impartial."

L. R. Booker, itinerant teachertrainer of Industrial Education, announced this week that the demand
for his book, Methods of Trade
Teaching, has been so great that On Staff By Davis
650 additional copies have been •Sergeant William T. Davis, formmimeographed. The book is disti- erly first sergeant of Company A.
buted through Mr. Booker's office. of the eighty-sixth batallion of
the quartermaster stationed at
Fort MePherson, Georgia, has replaced Segeant E. D. Steyerman
on the commandants's staff, Major Emmett H. Emanuel, adjutant,
announced yesterday.
Sergeant Davis will be in charge
of demerits, Major Emanuel said.
bandstand.
The new colonel will be presented with a plaque and with a silver
eagle, emblem of her rank.
Retiring next week-end as the
sweetheart of the corps will be
G. E. Metz, registrar of Clembeautiful Nancy Gilder Coleman, son, left early this week for the
Lander brunette, who sponsored for convention of the Southern AsP. D. Seabrcok last year. Other sociation of Colleges and Secondhonorary colonels of recent years ary Schools at Louisville, Kenare Miss Pat Dargan, of Winthrop; tucky.
Miss Helen Miller of Greenwood;
He will be away all of this week,
and Miss Peg Williams, of the J. W. LaGrone, assistant registrar,
University of Georgia.
said yesterday.

Cadet Colonel Be Chosen At Ball
Boots, Sabers, and all the glamour that goes with military pomp
and ceremony will be the order of
the day at Clemson a week from
tomorrow.
In short, the top ranking cadets
will have their field day next weekend at the annual Military Ball,
when the loveliest lass among the
dates of the Scabbard and Blade
boys will be named Honorary Cadet
Colonel and when the nut be
display their medals in the best
military manner..

Dr. John McSween, pastor of the
Purity Presbyterian
church at
Chester and former
pastor the
Fort Hill Presbyterian Church a:
Clemson, will be the speaker for
the annual religious emphasis week
programs, Professor B. E. Goodale,
acting chairman o{
the faculty
committee, announced this week.
Dr McSSween,
who
has also
served as pastor
of the Central
Presbyterian church of Anderson,
graduated from the University of
South Carolina and Davidson. He
was chaplain of the
thirty-fifth
division during
the first World
War.
An intense voluntary attendance
campaign will be carried out this
year, in accordance with a policy
instituted last
year,
Professor
Goodale said. There will be few, if
any, compulsory programs.
The faculty steering committee
will probably call
upon various
service organizations and honor societies for aid in conducting the
campaign for a large turnout.
"It is the aim of the committee," said Professor Goodale, "to
create as much interest as possible
in the religious
emphasis
week
without the use of military formations. I realize that many cadets
resent being forced to attend services of this nature."
There will probably be only one
service in the college chapel each
day. Tiiese progtat».s will be .
plemented with
meetings at thai
individual
churches each night,
with discussion of the days message led by lay members of the
church

Metz At Convention
In Louisville

Wo>uk—
There's no point in arguing
with you. You haven't reached the point of maturation yet
—WAITE.
And what is her telephone
number?
—BRANDON.
Now that was just a game.
Give me back my books.
—DANIEL.
I don't understand it either.
—HOLMES.
I didn't say that!
—GEE.
Now that is what you meant
to say. isn't it?
y
—SIMS.
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Real Leadership—
From all appearances, there will be no grass growing
under the feet of the senior class and its officers this year.
The news columns of The Tiger this week carry the
story of the concert to be presented here Saturday by the
Limestone girl's choir, sponsored by the senior class. Arrangements have already been completed with student
leaders at Winthrop to bring their class play to Clemson,
and to carry ours over there.
In addition, the seniors plan to erect a marker of some
kind on the quadrangle, dedicating it to the late Dr. Enoch
W. Sikes, who was to a great degree responsible for Clemson's growth in the last few years.
An active, well-organized, well-led, senior class is the
prime requisite for a cordinated student body. Dusenbury
and his classmates, in serving Clemson so actively, are
proving that the school has, in most cases, entrusted its
most responsible positions to the men best fitted to handle
them.

Peace By The Sword—
Probably foremost in the thinking minds of today is
the threat of another great war. Those who went through
the last one, in front line trenches and at home, dread the
thought of Sn impending world conflict. The .young people
who know the reality of the last war do not look forward
to the "glory" of another; they have heard of and seen the
effects of the last one—physical, sociological, and economic
effects.
Clemson men, being trained in military science, and
being at just the age for service within the next few years,
are vitally interested in' daily international developments,
and they cannot help considering their position when they
are stopped on the street, as many have been recently, and
told: "Well, you'll be just right for the next fracas."
George Washington, probably America's -greatest} soli,dier, once saM:
"To be prepared for war is one of the most effectual
ways of preserving peace," and we believe that. We believe
it so surely that we are every day rapidly re-arming and
increasing the size of our fighting forces. We come to
Clemson and study our army tactics so that we may be in
a position to protect and Jealously guard our so-often-referred-to heritage.
Yes, we believe that being prepared for w,ar will help
to preserve peace, and yet, on the other hand, we also believe that there is a limit ^to everything, especially appeasement. We are not appeasers, so let us remember that if the
"peace of the Pacific" goes, it is for that reason. It seems
that the only effective peaces that have ever been made
were made on the battle field by the real peacemakers—
•—the men who do the fighting.
If the time arrives when we are called upon to become
one of the soldiers who must give and give, even his life,
let us remember something that was said once by theGreatest One:
"Blessed are the peacemakers."
J. B. M.

Bulman Raves—

A

your proboscis in the middle of a
dar.ee floor to your own embarrassment and to the delighted glee
of your fellow genuf lectors? I am

Regulations, Navigation, and Civil
Pilot Training Manual.

sure that it has happened to many
of you.
tried to

The Tiger received a new mimeographed paper from
Furman this week. It is edited by James Bulman and
George Lovell, students at the Greenville University.
It seems that Bulman has either resigned or'has been
forced to resign from the Hornet, student publication, because of censorship of his column, The Voice From The
Wilderness.
Among eloquent and very flowery denunciations of
those elements on the Furman campus which are censoring
the Hornet, appears a denunciation of The Tiger for attacking Bulmas "bitterly" and for lining up with the opponents' of free collegiate press.
In the first place, The Tiger staff was rather amused
at Bulman's infantile style in writing about Furman's
"glorious history" and "her teams of yore." Our remarks
were supposed to be sarcastic and facetious. Maybe they
weren't good enough for Bulman to read between the lines.
In the second place, The Tiger itself enjoys and appreciates absolute freedom of the press. No faculty man reads
Tiger copy until it appears in print, unless we feel that we
need advice. If Bulman is for democratic newspaper control, we are for Bulman.
We suspect, however, that this is more or less a profitmaking venture for Bulman and Lovell. Attacking Clemson
and its institutions is their idea of an ideal means to curry
favor with the Furman student body.

Congratulations, Tigers—
We would like to add our congratulations to the many
Others that have come in to Coach Frank Howard and the
football team upon completing such a successful season:
This year's team was one of the best that has ever played
ball for Clemson.
It would be possible to fill this whole column with the
honors that have been bestowed upon the team, individual
players, and Coach Howard, but there is no need for that.
We are all aware of the splendid work that every man on
the team has done under the capable direction of the coach.
We will, however, congratulate Joe Blalock, George
Fritts, Charlie Timmons, and Wade Padgett upon their being recognized by sports writers everywhere 'as being outstanding Southern football players.

In the words of Brooklyn, New
York, one Doris Gleushak
has
found an answer. Affiliated with
Brooklyn College, she has this to
say:
Perhaps the most effective "out"
is to lie there and pretend you have
fainted. People will rush up and
carry you off saving you from mortification.
Then too you could always whip
out a hanki and begin to mop the
floor—everybody would just think
you worked there.
If you are acrobatic enough, you
could dig your hells in, fling yourself into the air and consequently
back on your feet, and everybody
would think it was part of the
dance.
Jumpin' at Conclusions
They say that the female Is the
weaker of the two sexes, but many
times they manage to outdo the
male of the species. A while ago
the papers ran a story about a certain ex-Clemson man whose wife
decided she could do anything he
could. It seems that this Clemson
man joined a parachute battalion
at Benning, and became an expert
at the art. His wife, a very lovely
girl from Queens College, thought
that if he could do it, she could
too.
Well, one day her husband
had charge of the detail which
ran around the country side in
vehicles picking up the jumpers.
Can you imagine his surprise when
the first jumper he picked up was
his wife!
Nickle Nurses
You know, I have heard that
some Carolina stewdents were tight
gut word has come (in the form
of corney joke) that absolutely
prooves it.
The way I heard it was that
there was a terrible accident a few
blocks from the University in Columbia, involving some
Carolina
boys.
One of them was terribly
tfurt, and bleeding badly he managed to drag himself towards a
frame house which had a doctors
name on the door. As he dragged
himself- up the steps he noticed
tjiat the sign read;
"Dr. William Parland
Office ours 9-12 2-4
First visit $5.00
Each successive visit $2.50.
. The mangled boy pulled himself
up to the door, dragged his body
into the doctors 'office and with
failing breath gasped;
"Well, heer i am again Doc!"

By JUDSON CHAPIN
THE AIRMEN SPEAK
If you are looking for a first hand
account of the exploits of the RAF
fighter and bomber pilots in the
battle over Briton and at the s£\ie
time some of the mcst Exciting
reading to be found in the annals
of non-fiction, then be sure and
read THE AIRMEN SPEAK.
THE AIRMEN SPEAK is a collection of actual flight reports as
made by the British airmen themselves to their superior officers, and
a word for word account of the
mission told by the pilct himself.
What is most creditable about the
book is the fact that it contains
no names what so ever. The heroics
of the RAF birdman are shared
equally by the entire organization
itself. The official records of the
Royal Air Force contain no names,
but the deeds of heroism will be
forever written in the pages upon
pages of flight reports. Many have
died and many are still to die, and
although their names will soon be
forgotten, their deeds will live forever.
In this war of today, there are
no
Bishops,
Rickenbackers,
no
Gueymeyers and no Richtofens as
were found in the last war, for in
this war, In these battles of the
skys there is no individuality, no
personal claim to glory. THE AIRMEN . SPEAK shows conclusively
how important this fact is. Each
man has a job to perform and each
man's job is as vastly important
as any of the others.
Perhaps the most outstanding
feature of THE AIRMEN SPEAK,
is the simplicity of style. If you
expect a blood and thunder novel
of blazing machine guns and flaming death you will be sadly disappointed. No mention is made of
"flaming guns vomiting their leadened messengers of death," but the
fact are presented coldly and simply, yet so cleverly that the tension felt by the reader is almost
unbearable.
Each branch of the British Air
command has a story to tell, ranging from the fast Spitfire pursuit
squadrons to the insignificient yet
so important ballcon barrages.
THE AIRMEN SPEAK is a magnificent piece of British propaganda. It shows the hearts of the RAF
Birdmen. Not one word even suggesting propaganda is to be found,
yet your heart and your good wishes
for victory will go with those men
as they take the air to continue
the tremendous task ahead of them.

This leaves

only Metearology, the first class of

For years people have
avoid embarrassment by

which Was held several nights ago.
AH parachutes used in this
program are required to be repacked every sixty days to insure their proper
iuntioning

do or say that might lessen the
embarrassment of the situation.

s. MCDONALD

HARRIS W. HOLLIS —
C. B. UESESNE
GEORGE E. THOMPSON
LARRY W. COKER
MILES R. HUNTER
GEORGE F. GOBLET
CHARLES K. WRIGHT
O. DONALD MARVIN
J. M. KLINCK

of the Fall Civilian Pilot Training
Program, we find that three of the
four ground school courses have
been completed, namely, Civil Air

on

thinking beforehand something to

Telephone 5071
WALTER

JUDSON CHAJPIN
FALL GUY
Have you ever fallen down

JOHN M. KLINCK
Rounding into the third month

By

an* several of the students were
at the Anderson airport the
other day when one of tne
chutes was opened in a demonstration, before being repacked. In this way they were able
to actually see what they had
learned in the classrooms about

<300DCLEAN FUN/

BR. JAMES A.
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•

WHO INVENTED THE
GA/AE.OFBASKETBAU.
PIAYE0 ft CW TWICE

A Ct-AST BJSH W 1HE UNIVERSITY OF
OASG0W, SCOTLAND, 20,000 EGGS AND A
TON'OF HOUR,SOOT AND FISH HEADS WERE
HURLED. GIRIS AtSO JOINED THE BATTLE/
QN
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Talk ofthel

Town
By HARRIS HOLLIS
This is a review of the founding and some of the
history of this newspaper, the Tiger. In the spring of 1907
a group of energetic Clemson students let their fancy stray
from love and spring fever and the resultant action brought
about the brain child to be known as "The Tiger."
Young Sam Rhodes, now professor of electrical engineering, was made editor-in-chief and A. B. Taylor, now
of the Taylor-Colquit Company in Spartanburg, was named promoter and business manager. The newspaper they
produced was the first college newspaper in the state.
"In presenting the first issue of The Tiger," said the
first editorial, "we feel that a few words in explanation of
the aims of the ;paper will be beneficial to all. In the first
place we think that a college newspaper should be the medium through which the alumni can keep informed of the
events and happenings at their Alma Mater. In .the second
place, we are endeavoring to make this paper fulfill our
ideas of a college newspaper . . . This is the first and, at
the present time, the only college newspaper in the state.
No doubt though, within a few years the other colleges of
the state will see the benefit derived from the publication
of such a paper, and will rise to the occasion, and of course,
each one will try to be the best, Now While we have this
lead let us keep it."
The first editions
had
eight*
pages, each about one-third the this army by the people of Amerisize of the present Tiger page. ca. But there were some who will
The most vital and pressing ques- not return; they have made the
Only a little
tion in the college news was sports, supreme sacrifice.
and the first edition was given more than a year and a half ago
over entirely to f6otball. The pap- some of .these men were our own
Clemson had her
er then was neatly sectioned and college mates.
laid out, with a special corner for full quota of heroes in the great
alumni news, another for news of world war that just ended. Each
each scholastic department, and so succeeding class will be influenced
by the noble and valiant sacrifice
on.
At that time there was no stu- which these men paid for their
dent activity fee, and the news- college and country. We, the stupaper received no money from the dents of Clemson cannot pay highcollege authorities, which
meant er tribute to our college mates
that all expenses had to be met by than to erect on our campus a
advertising and subscription rates. monument to their memory."
Probably the most famous and
For the first issue, the rates to the
students was seventy -fiv$ cents.
notorious column, and incidentally
the most popular to be incorporated into the pages of the Tiger was
EXCERPTS
Typical poetry and such from the one started by Joe Sherman,
the early publications are exem- now of the Clemson News Bureau,
plified in the following:
when he was a Tiger man in '33
"The latest military toast to the and '34. He called his brainstorm
ladies:
"Oscar Says", and since that time
Our arms to your defense;
Oscar has said a lot.
Recently
Your arms our recompense.
the Associated
Collegiate
Press
Fall in!
said that this column was one of
the best of its kind in the nation.
The clock struck nine, I looked SLOGANS
at Kate,
Since its beginning the Tiger has
Whose lips were luscious red;
had two slogans. "He Roars For
"At a quarter after nine I mean Clemson" began in 1919 and "The
to steal a kiss," I said,
South's Most Interesting
College
She cast a roguish look at me, Newspaper" in 1938. Recently the
And then she whispered low,
Tiger added another to its mast
With just the sweetest .smile:
head. "A Student Newspaper Ex"That clock is fifteen minutes pressing Student Views."
slow."
From; the very first the Tiger
has been uncensored by the facul(Here's our favorite)
ty.
"May I print a kiss upon your
lips?" I said,
MILESTONES
And she nodded her sweet perThis year the Tiger marks its
mission;
thirty-eighth
anniversary.
Those
So we went to press,
and
I first days are gone forever, and with
rather guess,
football consigned to a single page,
We printed a full edition.
and rows of streamlined jumbled
headlines and feature
pictures,
ON THE WAR
and pages.
The Tiger does not
After the first world war came much resemble the old one. There
this editorial on November 20, 1918: is one assurance of integrity to
"The great war is over.
The tradition, however, for the Tiger
glorious army of the expeditionary on the mast head of the front
forces of the United States will page is almost the same tiger that
soon return home to receive the growled, in '07, "He Roars For
praises which will be bestowed on Clemson", is still roaring.

COLLEGIATE REVIEW
"Sleep late, and let the Mercury Book service return your
overnight reserve
books
to any
campus library before 9 a. m."
That is the appeal being made
by two enterprising Brown University students who are setting
up a book-returning service—for a
price, of course.
The entrepreneurs, Vincent J.
Luca and William P. Saunders,
figure that many students would
rather pay a nickel to be sure their
books are returned on time than
pay the library's fine of 10 cents
for every 15 minutes that a re-

serve OOOK is overdue.
With an average of 450 reserve
books on overnight loan during
the week, at the Providence,. R. I.,
school, Luca and Saunders can
make a maximum of $22.50 a week.
When
Jessica Dragonette
appeared at Kent State University
(Ohio) to present a voice concert,
she received a new addition to her
collection of hats with meanings.
The addition was a Kent State
1945 freshman dink. Robert Byrne,
president of the freshman class,
presented the dink to Miss Dragonette at a press conference.

the structure and operation of
a parachute upon beta* opened.
Instructor Jim Tribble and his
boys had a party the other night,
and from what we can hear a good
time was had by all. And we do
mean a good time. In fact, one
student had such a good time that
when he came in at 2 AM his room
mate had to find the bfcd for him.
Some party!
To the list of students who
have soloed, we add the following names: R. V. Boggs, T.
E. Garrison, R. T. Hartis, C.
W. Jinignt, <j. I*, jietcner,
and R. B. Toms.
Wednesday night a group of Air
Corps officers headed by Major
Wilson visited the ground school
and a very interesting talk was
given by Lieutenant Wilkins describing
experimental
activities
at
Wright Field. A complete aircraft
laboratory has been set up there
to handle all the problems arising
in
aircraft
manufacture.
Also
used is the largest wind tunnel
in the world capable of devoloping
wind up to 400 miles per hour.
Lieutenant Wilkins also mentioned
experiments with rockets on large,
heavily loaded bombers to help in
getting them off the ground when
being used in bombing missions.
After his talk, he answered questions by various students about
technical problems.

—oscar says—

—that Admiral Webster still has
complications in Washington. Winthrop take note.
—oscar Bays—
—that the A. T. O. man from
Chapel Hill seems to have whipped Cap'n Higgins off, but definitely.
■—oscar says—
—that Oscar wants to apologize
to Ed Denny and that he (Oscar)
thinks that somebody else should
also.
—oscar says—
—that he (Oscar) ain't gonna
make no apology to Breazeale.
—oscar savs—
—that Olin Dorn's rise to fame
and success by virtue of becoming
a platoon leader leaves him (Oscar)
speechless.
—oscar says—
—that he (Oscar) will scon be
wearing diamonds cause anything
can happen now.
-—oscar says-——that the boys who went to
Auburn wanta thank the people
down there for the real Southern
hospitality shown them.
•—oscar says—
—that a lot of the so called big
shots led with their chins last weekend but he- (Oscar) ain't talkingmaybe.
—oscar says—
—that Woodhurst was up to his
ears in "bananas" again at Auburn.
—oscar says—
—that to Nancy Gilder he has this
to say—that he (Oscar) hopes that
the judges, in choosing your successor, c)o half as well as they did
last year.
—oscar says—
—that some of you aspiring rats
can probably get a good snatch if
you ask a date up for the coming
brawl and then lend her to one of
the Scabbard and Blade boys.
—oscar says—
—that on second thought maybe
K. O. can get Nancy from Seneca
to sponsor for him.
—oscar says—
—that soph. George Montgomery
should learn that stooges, like children, should be seen and not heard
so often.
—oscar says—
—that Coble has improved some
but that there is still room.
—oscar says—-

' —that he (Oscar) wishes he were
half the woman-killer that Winstead says Winstead is.

—oscar says—
—that there ain't no sense in
having three rats to one room while
in other instances there are three
rooms to one rat.
—oscar says—

—that junior Taps man Elvington
ain't the big shot that he thinks
he %is.
■—oscar says—■
—that there are a few choic<
words to describe Kernel Cannor.
but since he (Oscar) is a gentleman he ain't gonna repeat them.
—oscar says—
—that li'l ole "Misinformed" Johnny Beckett, well known president
of our boxing club, seems to have
a strong affinity for cats as of
lately. What'cha say ole Kitty?
—oscar says—

—that he wonders if Frank Gregg
still has that warm spot in his heart
for Mr. Sherman's daughter, Gracie,
that he had this summer.
—oscar says—
—that McLeod-Green, Incorparted, will sell anything to anybody
at anytime.
—oscar says—
—that he wonders if Breezy could
have any serious interest with a
little chicken in the chicken department.
—oscar says—
—that he nominates "Stinky"
Renkin as the stinker of the week.
His supply sergeant stripes merited
him his own checkup reveille time
and he busted his old ladies.
—oscar, sav=—
—that (bo)-Hog Jack Schaffer defied them all and bummed to Auburn in time for the second half
of the game.
—oscar says—
—that from all reports from the
zoo Saturday night, they suggest
power house would be a better nick
name for McClanahan.
—oscar says—■
—that on account of how little
Ora is at present the heart flame
of one Col. Thames it might behoove Coble ( I was president oi
the rat class) to leave her alone
—oscar says—
—that maybe Rum Berry over estimated his capacity last week.
—oscar says—
—that with all this drill and for.
mation meeting Oscar will have t«
end his journalist career if you
good lads don't start putting out
with some dirt.
—oscar says—

—that he, should have enrolled at
Winthrop.

As a reminder to boys contemplating taking the advanced course
next semester, Professor Bob Gee
issued the statement that a $10.
deposit will have to be made to
insure a reservation in this course.
Bo, pay up early, fellers, and avoid
the late rush.

AfeM Jtall
Manttete

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF ROOSEVELT'S POLICY
IN REGARD TO THE JAPANESE SITUATION?

When first attacking this subBy QUILLIAN BROWN
ject of table manners, let us asRAY COLEMAN (3) Pamplico, S.,
sume that you know what all the C. I think he is beating them at
impliments used look like.
They their own game—and more power
consist a knife, a fork and a spoon. to him!
ROBERT S. ENTZMINGER (2)
These are the three basic impliHarts$lle, S. C. I think he should
ments and although they
have declare war immediately in order
many derivitives, they are the only to prevent Japan from ke-:piag us
occupied
if
Germany
oonquers
three we need contend with at
Russia.
this point.
I don't believe that
R. H. GADDY (2) McColl, S. C.
it is necessary to stress the point Roosevelt's policy, and I agree with
that the knife is never used for him, is to avoid war if possible. If
he can do this and maintain our
shoveling food into the mouth, but national prestige, then that's the
is used exclusively for cutting food course to follow.
FRED IRWIN (2) Laurens, S. C.
food
and spreading butter.
It
I think .Roosevelt's policy should
should not be used as a backboard
be to declare war on Japan at
for pushing food onto a fork.
once, because we're going to have
When' sitting at the table, it is to beat them sooner or later.
HIRAM L. \ BROCKMAN
(2)
not gentlemanly to beat out a
savage rhythm with the utenciles Greer, S. C. His policy thus far
upon the glasses or plates. Nap- has been all right. As long as he
kins are to be used for cleaning keeps us out of war, then I'm for
purposes, not for use as spitballs, his policy.
HAL H. HOLMES (4) Conway, S.
etc.
C. I think his far-eastern policy
When helping yourself, the first
is a very far-sighted one and I
rule is to pay attention to what am completely in sympathy with
you are doing, and not manipulate it.
the service fork or spoon in such
JAMES W. MADDOX (2) Beaua way that you spray food all over fort, S. C. 1 think Roosevelt is not
your neighbors face and clothes as bluffing because he can back up
well as your plate. When helping what he says, and that's what
yourself to bread, it is most unpolite to finger the top two or
three pieces of bread to see if it
is fresh enought to suit you. Take
a piece and be satisfied with it.
You can always get another.

counts.
TOM McALHANY (1) Anders..: 1
S. C. I think if he can avoid w'ai
arid help China too, then his policy would be all right.
STEVE F. PHILLIPS (4) Lancaster, S. C. I think he is dbinj
what is right, and as long as ht
avoids war, I think he will accomplish what everyone wants.
LEFOE H. POOLE (3) Gaffney
S. C. I think he is keeping us out
of war, and that's what we all
want.
JOEL RICHARDSON (4) Elberton, Ga. His policy is the only
policy to follow at present; but'
I think he should try to avoid war
if possible.
'
"SWEDE"
STINSTROM
(3)
Wauchula, Fla. I agree vlth his
opinion, whi^h, it seems, is to let
the Japanese blow their own heads
off. They are not dangerous, anyhow.
VERNON L. TURNER (1) Birmingham, Ala. His policy is O. K.,
as long as Japan doesn't overstep
her bond. When she does, then I
think we should declare war.
David Walker (1) Anderson, S. C.
If he can .keep us out of war and
still maintain the position we now
hold, then I am in favor of his
policy. Otherwise, I'm not, and I
think we should declare war.

Tom Clemson

Here are a few don'ts which
most of us fail to observe. Correction of these 'faults will result
The Winthrop Johnsonian
in a much better mess hall.
Dear Staff:
Don't encircle a plate with the
According to our circulation manleft arm while eating with the
right hand. No one is going and ager the present Tiger Staff each
week sends to Winthrop college
try to steal your food.
some 34 copies of the Tiger. We
Don't ever put liquid in your like Winthrop and would be inmouth when you already have food terested in knowing what goes on
in it. Others are NOT interested over there. So far this year the
in what yoit are eating. They al- sum total of copies of the Johnsonians to reach the Tiger have
ready know.
Don't mess your food about un- been four-1, 2, 3, 4,-copies. Our extil it looks like a dog's dinner. change mailbox is bordering on to
starvation from a Johnsonian deIt is highly improper and revoltficiency. Could it be possible
to
ing to some people to see others
receive a Tiger each week in exmix iheir potatoes with their peas change? Three or four would be
or other vegetables.
*
better.
Contrary to popular belief, it is
The Tiger Staff
perfectly permissable to use a piece
or a crust of bread as a "pusher".
Bill Seel
Although it is lots of fun to hear
Furman University
freshmen yell "are we donna beat
Dear BUI,
so and so," it is not exactly the
Clemson has always appreciated
nicest thing to yell uncomplimentary : things from one table to an- a supporter. You have indeed set
a record for being what is probother or to throw food from one
ably the outstanding Clemson suptable to another.
It certainly is
porter this season.
convient to "dump" certain plates
I have if'ori good. authority that
of food in order to obtain seconds, you went all the way to Auburn
but if it is done, don't use the and yelled like the dickens for
table cloth as a recepticle, put it Clemson. The trip to Auburn is no
loa another plate.
laitarnoaa walk, in* {act. the ma-

jority of the boys over here found
it too far to go.
Since you played such an outstanding game against our team
two weeks ago it seems odd that
you, a Furman student, would gc
that distance and then support the
Tiger team. Then, again, it doesn't seem odd because I know you
and know just what kind of boy
you are. Why can't there be more
like you at Furman and Clemson
as well?
One day each year our
two
schools are arch enemies on the
football field.
For some reason,
however, many of the students of
both schools want to fight
the
battle all year instead of letting
the football teams settle the whole
thing. Why can't we confine our
differences to this one day and to
the football field alone,* because,
after all, the outcome of the game
is really all that matters and is
what all the fuss is about.
We like your spirit over here;
we're all for it. Any man 4tat will
play his heart out againe*-- Qem**^
and then pull for tfe« V$<6? at
other games is a true sportsman,
and he's good for our money.
Thanks for the support.
Tom ciamsoa.

-
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Coach Rock Norman's candidates for the '41 Tiger
basketball team take time out from practice to form
that "V" for victory. These men plus footballers Chip-

• • •
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• • •

Here are the men initiated to the Animal Husbandry
club this week. Front row, E. M. Kirven, E. M. Reynolds,
W. C. Godly, W. A. Handly, E. W. Alle 1. Y. G. Lewis,
S. R. McMaster, and M. Gaston. Back row, W. C. Still-
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■ PHOTOS BY HUFFORDlHfSfS

Coach Frank Howard, pilot
of the Clemson Tigers, was
chosen this week as one
of the three outstanding
Southern college football
coaches who are to drill
the Grays for their game
with the Blue, in the famous post season NorthSouth game. The annual
classic will be played in
Montgomery, Alabama this
year.

Professor E. E. Waite, Jr., director of the newly re.. organized Glee Club, discusses a new song with pianist
H, S. Montague and some of the student leaders of the

*- *-*■

Candidates for this year's Clemson boxing tea mhave already begun to work
out, loosening up muscles before Coach
Walter Cox calls for the really rough
stuff. Red-headed LeRoy Cone and Bob
Colvin got together Monday afternoon

for the benefit of Tiger photographer
Bob Hufford, and here's the shot Hufford got. Both Cone and Colvin will fight
in the middle weights. Captain of this
year's team is John Beckett, and co-captain is Jake Colvin.

Aiming straight for your heart with the
assistance of Lieutenant Wilkinson is
pretty Nancy Coleman, Clemson's Honorary Colonel. Cadets are always- sorry
to see their best-liked colonel retire, and
Nancy is no exception. The judges have

a tough job in store for them when
they endeavor to pick a new colonel to
fill vivacious Nancy's boots. The new
"Sweetheart of the Corps" will be chosen
at Milit*. y Ball on December 12th and
13th.

club. Grouped around the piano are section leaders W.
E. Irwin, H. C. Copeland, W. E. Darby, C. P. Wilson,
and librarian Quillian Brown.
(

• • •

• • •

ley, Craig, and Blalock are the candidates from whom
Norman will pick a starting team to face Furman in the
season's opener,Jan. 2 next.

• • •

• • •

man, L. C. McClain, F. M. Baldwin, J. W. Edens. T. L.
Lane, B. Josselson, E. D. Bubser, and R. W. Touchberry.

Above is Professor Ben E.
Goodale of the dairy department who was this
week appointed chairman
of the Christmas Welfare
Committee.

Dr. S. B. Earle, dean of
the school of engineering,
who left Saturday for New
York where he is attending meetings at the national convention of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers this week.
The society holds meetings
each year stressing the
importance of the national
defense program and the
engineer's part in it. Dr...
Earle is a vice president of
the organization.

• • •

• • •

This picture will give you some idea of
the tremendous amount of work being
done to prepare the ground for the new
20,000 seat Clemson stadium, completion of which is expected by May, 1942
at an estimated total cost of $140,000.
The graded earth fill for the south
stands is ready to receive the concrete

* * ir

facing, and grading has been started
on the fill for the north stands. The
playing field is here being leveled by a
small LeTourneau earth mover. The
steel for construction of the stands has
begun to arrive under a blanket priority
secured recently.
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Burns And Brock Go
To Ohio, Penn State
Dr. Zed H. Burns and J. C.
Brock, both of the vocational education department, made t trip to
the state colleges of Ohio and
Pennsylvania recently.
They went there to look over
the vocational arts and industrial
education programs at the colleges
and in the states. Conferences were
held at Ohio State with Dr. W. E.
Warner, head of the Industrial
Education
department,
and at
Pennsylvania State with Dr. P. T.
Struck, head of the Industrial Education department there.
i——
__

New Dance Bend
Will Play For
County Clubs
The Brigadiers, newly organized
Clemson swing band, have five engagements to g play during the
Christmas holinays, from December 22 to 26, Bob McKlveen, conductor, said last night
On Monday, December 22, the
Brigadiers will play at Greenville
for the Greenville-Clemsoi Club.
The next night they wiV be at
Greenwood for the Greenwood
Country Club, and on December
24 they will play at Rock HiK for
the York Country Club. On Thursday, December 25, the Brigadiers
will play at Abbeville for the Abbeville-Clemson Club and, on the
following night, at Batesburg for
■the Lexington-Saluda Club
This orchestra plays every Friday night at the Timbers Club in
Anderson.
"The Brigadiers are the first
secondary orchestra to achieve
any success at Clemson, and. if
present engagements foretell future success, we are rapidly becoming successful," McElveen said.

Human Alarm Clocks
Hurt Themselves
UNIVERSITY, Va. ACP—"Human
alarm clocks" may have something
with which they can impress their
friends, but they don't do themselves any good by being able to
hop out of bed at any given time.
This is the contention of Dr.
J. H. Elder of the University of
Virginia.
Dr. Elder says that if you make
up your mind to wake up at a
certain time you probably will, but
the "preoccupation of the subconscious mind prevents sound sleep
and causes waking, tossing
and
general restlessness." It's hardly
worth the trouble, he intimates.

WHEN IN GREENVILLE
EAT AT THE

SANITARY CAFE

Clemson Builds
Film Library,
Booker Says
L. R. Booker, of industrial education department, announced this
week that the education department of Clemson is building up a
film library for use in the high
schools of the state.
The library already consists of
16 full length films on trade instruction, vocational guidance, and
safety. They also have 18 film
strips on vocational guidance; 100
film strips on automobile mechanics; 20 film strips on machine shop
work; and 20 film strips on electrical work.
One of the fbll- length pictures
on vocational guidance was made
at Clemson last summer. It is in
technicolor and has received much
favorable comments, Mr. Booker
said. Local high sohool and summer
school students were used in making the picture.
W. H. Washington, dean of the
school of vocational education, is
attending the annual meeting of
the Southern Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges in
Louisville, Kentucky, this week.
He is a member of the executive
committee of the association, which
has to do with crediting high
schools and colleges in the southern states.

Students Do Not
Like Bingo And
Scree no At Movies
KENT, Ohio—(ACP)—That University students stay away from
the movies when bingo, screeno.
and bank night are held is. revealed in a. survey conducted by
students of Dr. Harry D. Wolfe,
associate professor of marketing at
Kent State University.
The poll shows that instead of
boosting, attendance, these gift attractions keep 35. per cent of university students from attending the
movies more often than they do.
Opinion is almost evenly divided
concerning double features with 35
per cent of the students opposed
to twin bills and 26 per cent in favor of them. The remaining 29
per cent don't care. However, more
than three-fourths of the students polled disliked movie programs to last over two and a half
hours.
The poll also reveals that men
attend movies more often than
women and that both sexes attend
because of the picture and not the
stars in it.
Favorite types of pictures for
university students are light comedies and musicals, the poll indicates.
Montana university has received a
valuable collection of Indian weapons and tools from the estate
of Chancey E. Woodworth, Montana pioneer and collector.

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
GREENVILLE
South Carolina's Leading Store
For Men And Young Men
'Clemson Headquarters In Greenville'

Roberts And James
Attend Convention
Earle Roberts and C. A. James,
president and vice-president of the
Gamma Lambda chapter of the
Alpha Phi Omega, national scout
fraternity, have just returned to
Clemson from the southern sectional convention of the society
held in Atlanta.
Eight colleges were represented
at this convention, which was in
session from November 22 to 24.
The meeting, was presided over by
H. R. Bartle, national president of
the Alpha Phi Omega.

Clemson Men Get
*>r Commissions
J. H. Meadors of Dillon, graduate of the class of '35, and Joseph
R. Cunningham, of Traveler's Rest,
who was a member of the '36 and
'37 football teams here, were two
of a class cf 64 aviation cadets from
25 states who graduated November
29 from the Bombardier Training
School at Barksdale Field, Louisiana. They will receive their commissions as second lieutenants in
the U. S. Air Corps Reserve in the
near future.
Meadors received • his primary
training at Love Field, Dallas, Texas. Cunningham took the primary
course at the Lincoln School of
Aercnautics, Lakeland, Florida. Both
reported to Barksdale field July 15,
1941, to enter the Advanced Training School.
Lieutenants
Cunningham
and
Meadors will be assigned immediately as instructors in the U. S. Air
Corps or with one of the tactical
units.

Texas University
Works On Aviation
Gasoline Problem
AUSTIN TEXAS—ACP—To cram
war-important aviation
gasoline
with greater power and "kick", elaborate , chemical engineering experiments are under way at the
University of Texas.
The research has as its ultimate
end finding better ways to design
gasoline cracking plants, and every
day Dr. W. A. Pelsing, chemistry
department head, and his assistants
are literally wedging apart the
various components of airplane
fuel.
As a result of the research, Felsing and his workers will soon
know the behavior of aviation gasoline and its components under
all sorts of conditions.
Purpose of the investigation of
pressure and volume relationships
of the fuels at high temperatures
is to get data to correlate the
physical properties of the hydrocarbons with their structure. The
data may prove helpful in designning new distillation and fractionation plants to turn out better gasoline for Uncle Sam's defense aircraft.
Samples of hydrocarbons for testing are supplied the University by
the American Petroleum Institute,
now spending some $80,000 a year
to synthesize hard-to-separate gasoline components in pure enough
form to study their physical qualities.
ANNIVERSARY
LEXINGTON, Ky.— (ACP) —
Gov. Keen Johnson has appointed
15 members of the University of
Kentucky faculty and administrative staff to make plans for celebration of the 75th anniversary of
the University in 1942, and at the
same time to plan for inauguration of Dr. Herman Lee Donovan,
newly elected president of the university.

Baskin On Campus

"Outward Bound" Is Well Received Monday Afternoon
By Students And Faculty Members
"Outward Bound," the second
play of the season to be presented
by the Little Theatre Group, was
enthuastically received last Monday and Tuesday nights by cadets
and campus folk alike. Under the
dompetent direction of Professor
Bill Wilburn, of the English department, "Outward Bound" provided
some two hours of spine-tingling
drama and riotous laughter.
"Outward Bound" is a very "meaty" play as far as characters go
and to avoid confliction, to acquire
the proper continuity of dialogue,
and effectively weave the threads
of the plot, good directing
is
necessary.
To my mind, the most outstanding performance was given by Miss
Ann Clarkson in her most excellent
interpretation of the Bored Sopisticate Mrs. Clivaden-Banks. Miss
Clarkson's posture and diction were
excellent.
Miss Helen Morrison was excellent in her role as Mrs. Midget, a
cockney charwoman. Her Cockney
accent, which is most difficult to
use effectively, was most convincing. Gilbert Miller and Morris Cox
were both most convincing in their
role of Duke, a minister, and Tom
Pryor, an alcholic and seeming lost
soul. Ben Brewster and Ruth Bur-

ris were both excellent in their
roles of the suicide couple. Mr.
Brewster's diction is really fine and
everyone's heart went out to Miss
Burris who was very lovely indeed.
Archie McDowell deserves much
credit for his rendition of the
most beautiful speech in the play,
when Scrubby, the steward, explains that the final judge is "The
wind, the sky, and the earth, sir.
He knows the fullest eddy of the
high tide up the remotest cave. He
knows the simpleness of -beauty
and the evilist thoughts of the
human."
Cadet Dumond Chalker was excellent as the examiner. Less convincing was Charles Morgan who
greatly overplayed the part of
Lingley, the business potentate, but
more or less stole the show with
his antics.
Much credit goes Professor Ed
Calkins and R. E. Ware for their
efficiency in handling the sets,
lighting and sound effects. Miss
Lucille Cook's makeup was excellent.
The Little Theater's next play
will be sometime in April under the
direction of Professor R. E. Ware.
The groups assistance will also be
given to Professor Gilbert Miller
who will direct the senior play in
February.

Minnesota President
Condemns Loafers

Girl Diplomats Can
Eliminate War,
Psychologist Says

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—(ACP)
—Students not at the University
of Minnesota to better themselves
so that the nation may be bettered
have' been invited to pack up and
go elsewhere by President Walter
C. Coffey.
"I regret to-make the observation," the educator declared, "but
I believe it is true that in spite of
the reality of the crisis that confronts us, and
in spite
of the
manifold
sacrifices it calls for,
large numbers of citizens are actually making sacrifices a matter
of lip service.
"We are all quite ready to talk
about our privileges and the defense of them, but are we not, as a
nation, tending to understress the
concomitant
obligations, ignoring
the truth
that privileges cannot
exist without obligations?
More
than aluminum pots and pans is
called for from most of us—and
the question is, are we really willing and ready to give more?"

High Birthrate
Of Morons Alarms
Colgate Professor
HAMILTON, N. Y.—(ACP)—The
United States is changing from a
democracy into mcronocracy, according to Dr. George H. Estabrooks,
Colgate university psychology professor.
The professor views with alarm
the fact that the birthrate of morons in America is two and a half
times greater than that of citizens
in the "above average intelligence"
group.
Dr. Estabrooks is even more pessimistic about man in general, his
prediction being that the human
race will end in extinction in from
one to 10,000 years unless it takes
steps to correct the differential
birthrate and "the fatal effects of
modern medicine."
"The Moron is inheriting the
sical machine is being lowered conearth and the power of man's phytinually through weaknesses passed on By individuals kept alive by
the doctor's magic," he said. "To cap

Edward B. Baskin, who graduated from Clemson in 1937 in vocational agricultural education, was
on the campus Monday afternoon.
Baskin, formerly assistant county
agent of Florence county, is now
at Fort Benning as an instructor.
His brother Jack Baskin, cadet
colonel here several years ago, is
also stationed at Benning.

Jungaleers Play
Eleven Dances

Clemson Boys Are Always
Welcome At

The Greenville
Pharmacy

Clemson Library
Adds New Books
Several new books have been recently added to the library collection, and will be ready for issue in a short time, Miss Cornelia
Graham, head librarian, said yesterday.
Among those which have been
purchased is "A Young Man From
Caracas" by T. R. Ybarra, and a
"South American Life With Father" full of anecdotes and short
stories. A series of books on our
growing military strength is alsc
included in the collection. These
include
"What
Every
Citizen
Should Know About the Merchant
Marine" by Carl D. Lane; "What
Every Citizen Should Know About
the Coast Guard" by Hickman
Powell;
"What
Every
Citizen
Should Know About the Marines"
by Captain John H. Craige; "What
Every Citizen Should Know About
the Army" by Harvey S. Ford; and
"Our Arms and Weapons" by Major James E. Hicks.
BARNETT INSTRUCTOR
George M. Barnette, who grad
uated at Clemson in 1934 and wa
manager of the college creamer
is now an instructor in the armo ed division at Fort Benning.
The tradition of Homecominwas started at the University o.
Illinois in May, 1910.
LOVERS! NOTICE:
There's a mistle toe in the
lobby of
ANN LEWIS SHOP
217 N. Main St.
Greenville
And A Thousand Things For
HER Inside!

THE DELUXE DINNER

Next to Carolina Theater, Greenville, S. C.
ORIGINATORS OF WORLD'S BEST HAMBURGERS
GREENVILLE, S. C.
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South Carolina's Largest
Exclusive Body Rebuilders

Greenville, S. C.

• UPHOLSTERING
• SEAT COVERS

Latest Model

in one easy lesson
Treat yourself and others to
wholesome, delicious Wrigley'S
Spearmint Gum. Swell to chew.
Helps keep breath sweet, teeth
bright. The Flavor Lasts.

Canterbury Club
Has Dance Saturday

L. O. Van Blaricome, agricultural
products laboratory, has left on a
vacation trip to Washington, Oregon, and California.
He will be
gone for the month of December
and will visit canneries in California to study the latest method.-;
being used to process peaches.
While in Oregon, his
nativestate, Mr. Van Blaricome will i spect the horticultural products
laboratory at Oregon State, ana
later visit a similar laboratory at
the University of California.

DAN TASSEY

Students!

• GLASS REPLACEMENT.

ROYAL PORTABLE

How to Win Friends

The first concert to be given by
the newly re-organized Glee Club
will be sometime in February, according to Director E. E. Waite,
Jr., of the social science department. The reason for this change
in dates, from before Christmas
to February, he said, is that the
group'was late in beginning rehearsals because of inadequate facilities.
The numbers to be sung by the
group this year are entirely new,
he further stated. Among them are
"Brothers, Sing On," by Edvard
Grieg; "Morning," by Speaks- Baldwin; "The Old Ark's A Mbvin'"
and "Steal Away," two negro spirituals, and "Invictus," by Hahn.
The group is now composed of approximately fifty members, and
Professor Waite commented that
several other cadets have requested
auditions for possible membership
in the club. It was also understood
from him that no additions will
,be made to the group after next
week, and that any cadets who are
interested in having an audition
should contact any of the officers
of the group so that arrangements
can be made within the week for
try-outs.

The Jungaleers, leading Clemson
dance orchestra, have eleven engagements to play over the holidays, from December 22 to January 2.
On Monday, December 22, the
Jungaleers will play at Savannah
for the Savannah-Clemson Clu'b.
On December 23 they will play at
Bennettsville for the Marlboro
Country Club and on the following night at Allendale for the Allendale-Barnwell-Clemson Club., On
Thursday night they will play at
Rock Hill for the Rock Hill-Winthrop Club and the next night at
Florence for Pee-Deeans. On Saturday, December 27, they will play
at Hartsville for the Hartsville
Spinsters' Club. From this last engagement the Jungaleers will go to
play in Augusta for the Aiken
Country Club dance on December
29. On the following night they
will be at Charleston for the Charleston Country Club, and on December 31 they will play at Sumter
for the Sumter Country Club. The
A dance was held by the CanterJungaleers will open the new year
at Union for the Union-Laurens bury Club, the Episcoptl Student
Club, and from there they will go organization, last Saturday night in
to Orangeburg to play for the the Parish House of the church.
A busload of girls from Anderson
Orangeburg County Club.
College were brought over for the
affair. Many local campus-girls
EUROPEAN ASTRONOMER
were also present.
PALO ALTO, Calif.— (ACP) —
Music was furnished by a large
Miss Julie Vinter Hansen, one of radio - phonograph
combination
the outstanding women astrono- which the club bought last year.
mers in the world and professor Refreshments were also served.
at the astronomical laboratory of
the University of Copenhagen, has
James.Madison Wood, 66 holds a
accepted a temporary position at record for longest tenure among
Mt. Lick observatory pending, re- presidents of Women's colleges. He
sumption of her efforts to return is rounding out his twenty-ninth
to Denmark.
year as head of Stephens college.
Miss Hansen left Europe Sept. 1,
1939, just five hours before the
Five co-eds have enrolled in the
German blitzkrieg started rolling. engineering division at Iowa State
college.
Students at Wayne university now
enrolled in curriculms and special
courses directly related to the defense effort number 1,589.

BERKELEY, Calif.—ACP— Boys
cause 75 per cent of strife in nursery schools; therefore, if the world
wants more peace, it might try putting women in charge of international relations, says Dr. Catherine Landreth, University of California psychologist.
Women by training are slightly
more proficient in use of language
than men, while the males may
be disposed to make up in direct
action what they lack in eloquence,
she asserts.
Thus, with women at the helm
in foreign offices there might be a
lot more 'talking back and forth
between nations than there is now,
but the chances are that there
would be less military action, Dr.
Landreth, believes.
She bases .her conclusion on a
scientific test. For two months
she studied the crying of 32 children in a nursey school. Then for
five weeks she studied the crying of 25 of these same children in
their homes.
In all crying incidents in the
Dr. John M. Fletcher, professor
schol, boys were responsible three emeritus of psychology at Tulane
out of every four times.
university, is directing a study of
This was attributed in part to Louisiana public schools.
the greater aggressiveness in boys,
which is natural; in part to the
relative inability of the boys to
gain their point by out talking the
girls, and in part to social pressure
which requires girls to be "nice"
and to refrain from squabbling.
the climax, man has persuaded
himself that he alone in nature's
millions of species is not subject
to nature's laws. This fla^ contradiction of the laws of heredity is
the insanity and from nature's
viewpoint, the unpardonable sin."

First Glee Club
Concert To Be
In February

Van Blaricome Goes
On Vacation Trip

Typewriter
• THE standard typewriter in
portable size
• "Big Machine" features
• Monthly Payment Plan

PAUL FOSTER'S GARAGE
Complete Automotive Service
•

OPEN ALL NIGHT

•

Located In Rear Of Ottaray Hotel
Greenville, S. C.

Phone 25

CLEMSON STUDENTS
ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT

HENRY B. HARPER

SIX THIRTY ONE SOUTH MAIN ST.,

GREENVILLE,

------

SOUTH CAROLINA

ANDERSON, S. C.

FOR CHRISTMAS
COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY SELECT YOURS EARLY
PERSONAL CHECKS HELD UNTIL AFTER HOLLIDAYS
CHRISTMAS CARDS
A LARGE SELECTION TO CHOOSE FROM

SAM'S LUNCH ROOM
GREENVILLE, S. C.

SHEAFFER FOUNTAIN PEN DESK SETS—PEN AND PENCIL SETS

CHRISTMAS CANDIES
(NORRIS—NUNNALLYS—WHITMANS—HOLLINGSWORTH)

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST

s

—AT—

ULLIVA
HARDWARE CO.

N

Anderson, South Carolina

L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY, Inc.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

Official College Book And Supply Store
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Blalock, Fritts, Timmons Make All-Southern
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Auburn Runs Over Tigers In Last Game
♦-

"V

Displaying devastating power, Auburn's much-beaten
Plainsmen reversed their losing ways to trounce Clemson's
vaunted Tiger's last Saturday. The Auburns have been on
the up-grade for the past month and hit their peak against
the Tigers.
Those who were able to go to Auburn saw two
good teams play. Clemson was the favorite by virtue
of a far more impressive record for this season and
• because of a distinct weight advantage. Although Auburn had been on the losing end of far too many scores
this season, it was not a true measure of the team.
The Plainsmen from Alabama were a far underrated
outfit. It was just their day; just as Carolina had theirs.
Clemson has not been overrated this year. The Tigers
have showed that they had the stuff in the bag whenever
they had the determination to show it. Saturday's contest
was plainly an example of an inspired team trying to salvage the remains of a disastrous season before a homecoming crowd matched with a team that had spent its "zip" a
week earlier on its arch rivals.
Clemson is still proud of her Country Gentlemen, edition of 1941. They gave us, in addition to a few bad moments, some of our greatest thrills.
Let us look back for a moment, lest we forget too
soon. First, the opener with P. C. The passing combination of Payne to Blalock brought smiles, and an answer to the big question mark of a back capable of
pitching to Joltin' Joe.
Journeying up to V. M. I. the Tigers stiffened their pass
defense and overcome a first period lead to score a smashing victory over the Kaydettes.
Still rolling, the team bowled over N. C. State in Charlotte.
Next came the Boston College game, the one
Clemson wasn't supposed to win. The Tiger roared and
clawed and came back home with Yankee meat stuffed
under his belt. Not a single Clemson man but who was
immensely proud of the team that week-end.
Then the week's layoff and the State Fair classic. An
over-confident Tiger got his tail pulled and his ears pinned back. We suffered, but no bones broken and nothing
N
that time won't heal.
Next came George Washington. Clemson sloshed out a
victory on a slow, muddy field in a contest which badly
shook the Tigers phj'sically.
Back into high gear after a week's rest, the Clemson's
breezed through Wake Forest before a homecoming throng.
The Tiger's had the "ole go" that afternoon. They were a
great team that day.
The Furman game is still a fresh and pleasant to Clemson. We were with the Tigers then, and we're with 'em
now.
Only one more touch down and the '41 Tigers
would have proved themselves the highest scoring outfit ever to come from Tigertown. So near, yet so far.
Booty Payne and Sid Tinsley kicked Clemson to the
Top rungs of the national punting. These boys have done
an excellent Job of kicking the ball and will be in there
again next, year.
A word about the line; it was one of Clemson's greatest. Throughout the season statistics proved them so. It
was big enough to hold off any running threat and fast
enough to give the team will be well-nigh impossible to replace some of those stalwarts. Going away this June will
be Captain Wade Padgett, alternate captain Jug Fritts, Joe
Blalock, Tom Wright, Porky Hamer, Hugh Jameson, Ace
Parker, Red Sandifer, and Leonard < Jordan.
Bright spot in the defeat at Auburn was the playing
of Ray Hamer, Tom Wright, Norwood McElveen. In their
last game for Clemson, these huskies fought their hearts
out. So hats off to "Mac," "Tom", and "Porky".
Backs Charlie Timmons and Norwood McElveen have
also sung their swan'song. It will be many a day before
Clemson sees a fullback as good as ' Tuffy Timmons.
So»falls the curtain on the Tiger team of 1941. It was a
team that was good enough to scale the heights and which
did so when it wanted to bad enough.
BASBETBALL
Now that King Football has been dethroned, the nation becomes court-minded Under "Rock" Norman's able
guidance the Tiger basketeers are already shaping into
team. Led by Captain Whitey Graham, the team has high
hopes for a good season. The majority of the games will be
at home this year; a distinct advantage. With Craig, and
Chipley now available, the team will soon be at top
strength.
Returning lettermen are Graham, Craig, Chipley,
Blalock, and Moise. Others fighting for starting berths
are Wes Freeny, Pete Lambracos, Walt Sears, Dan
Hill, Stick Rilly, Ralph Ellis, Lee Milford and several
Sophs.
v
Sophomores are: Moise, Martin, Cathy, Jordon, Tillman,
and others.
Tops in versatility is "Ace" Parker. He started the season as a tailback. When the team needed ends but were in
no crying need of backs, the Ace Iwas shifted. Shortly afterward Huge Jameson was injured and again Parker was
shifter to fill the breech. He showed his stuff as reserve
center and held down the post remarkably. Last Saturday
against Auburn the Ace was holding down his usual center post when Payne and Tinsley were both injured.
Parker was called upon, and though he hadn't been there
since the beginning of the season, he carried on. It was his
last game for Clemson, and a memorable one.

Clemson Bengals
Lose On Auburn's
Homecoming Day
The under-rated Auburn Tigers
reached their seasonal peak last
Saturday with a display, of amazing speed and versatility to beat
the Clemson Tigers 28 to 7, before
a large Homecoming crowd at Auburn, Alabama.
Auburn, beaten five times, scored
a touchdown in each period and
held the upper hand throughout
the whole game with the exception
of a three minute interval late in
the third quarter when Clemson
came through, with a score.
Early in the first period, Auburn
found itself on their own 7 yard
stripe by virtue of a good Clemson kick. Monk Gafford, Auburn
sparkplug, came back with an 81
yard boot that put Clemson on
their own 12. Minutes later Clemson was forced to dig in on their
own one yard line due to another
amazing Gafford kick, and Auburn
scored on the next play when a low
pass from center wast fumbled by
Payne and recovered by Jim Samford, Auburn end. Louis Chateau,
the Auburn place-kicking specialist,
converted to put Auburn ahead 7
to 0.
Late in the second period, Auburn
struck again.' Gafford raced back
20 yards to the Clemson 49 with a
fjunt7 Lloyd Cheatham passed to
Billy Barton for 16, hit the line for
3 more and then passed to Aubrey
Clayton for the remaining 30 and
a touchdown. Chateau again came
through with the extra try, widening the Auburn lead to 14-0.
The third Auburn score came in
the third period when Ty Irby
came
through with a 59 yard
sprint down the field and then
followed through with a 13 yard
dash through the line for the
touchdown. Chateau's conversion
was good again. Clemson started
a drive ' downfieid in the closing
minutes of the quarter which finally netted them a 70 yard touchdown. Timmons was the chief plug
of that drive, getting the largest
gains, scoring and then coming
through with the extra point try.
The score s£ood at, 21-7 at the
end of the third period.
In the closing minutes of the
game, Auburn registered their
final tally following a drive and
a 13 yard line smash by Irby over
the goal. Chateau, true to form,
was good once more, putting the
final score at 28 to 7, with Auburn
the defeater.
Timmons was the main attraction of the Clemson outfit all afternoon, coming through with some
beautiful runs, and Payne stood
out in the Clemson kicking department. Irby and Gafford were outstanding for Auburn.
The line-up:
Clemson
Pos.-Atfburn
Blalock
LE—Grimmett
Fritts
LT—Eddins
Padgett
LG—Cornelius
C. Wright
C—Williams
RG—Ferrell
T. Wright
RT—Chalkley
Hamer
RE—Samford
Pierce
QB—Cheatham
Craig
LH—Gafford
Tinsley
RH—Reynolds
Butler
PB—Irby
Timmons
Auburn .... „
7 7 7 7—58
Clemson
0 0 7 0—7
Scoring: Auburn, Irby 2, Samford,
Clayton. Clemson, Timmons.
Extra Point: Chateau 4 (placement), Timmons - (placement).

Blalock Makes First
String On Central
Press Ail-American
Joe Blalock, star Tiger end
who played his last Clemson
game against Auburn Saturday,
has been named first strong end
on the Central Press AU-American football team for 1941.
This Is the third time this year
that All-Amerlcan honors have
come to the stellar linesman.
He has previously been named
to Swank magazine's All-American eleven, as well as to the
Saturday Evening Post's team.
Last year Blalock was first
string end on the Hearst newspaper All-American.
Besides first string positions,
he was recently named to Life
magazine's third team and yesterday placed in United Press's
second string.

JWPP

Jumping Joe Blalock, George
Fritts and Churning Charlie Timmons. Tiger footballers who have
played leading roles In building
Clemson's football reputation for
the last three years, were this week
elected to All-Southern Conference
team in a poll conducted and
sponsored by the Associated Press.
For Blalock and Fritts, the team
was old stuff and Timmons was
not exactly a newcomer. The sixfoot two end and the best tackle
Clemson or the state has ever produced made the team their sophomore years and repeated last year,
Timmons made the first string in
last year's poll also.
On the second team were placed
Captain Wade Padgett and Booty
Payne, two more of the brighter
spots in Clemson's star studded
line-up.
Leading the conference in total
number of men placed is Duke
University with four men on the
first team.
Stan Stacisca, University of South Carolina back, wai
the only other S. C. player to make
the team.
Timmons, Fritts and Blalock wera
also named on the United Press
all-conference team.
Here is the complete line-up of
the (JP) team: Blalock, Clemson,
Bobb and Gnatt, Duke, ends; Fritts,
Clemson, and Karmazin, Duke,
Tackles; Barnett, Duke, center;
Stacisca, Carolina, Lach,
Duke,
Johnson, William and Marry, and
Timmons, Clemson, backs.

Carolinas Bowl Will
Cost Students Only
Half Regular Price ^
Shown above is a double trip-up which occurred during the Auburn-Clemson game Saturday when Wade
Padgett, captain of the Clemson team, made a forced
landing in front of this Auburn player. The Clemson
Tigers failed to stop a fast and powerful Auburn team

as it marched to a 28 to 7 victory before a homecoming
crowd of 20,000 spectators. Churnin' Charlie Timmons,
Clemson's powerhouse back, made the only touchdown
and kicked the extra point for the South Carolina
Bengals.

Tiger Football
Team Feted At
Greenville Feed

SPORTS
LARRY W. COKER, SPORTS EDITOR

Basketball Team
Gets Into Shape
Under Norman

Elston Gets Trophy
For Best Blocking
In South Carolina
The Jacobs trophy, presented annually by Dr. W. P. Jacobs, president of Presbyterian College, to
the state's outstanding blocker, was
this week voted to Dutch Elston,
senior blocking bawt of the University of South Carolina. Clem-,
son's Marion "Hawk" Craig was
awarded second place and Vern
Church, from P. C, was third.
The trophy is given for "the finest exemplification of sportsmanship and team play through blocking," and is awarded by coaches,
officials, and sports writers of
South Carolina.
Others mentioned in the balloting which was done by coaches,
officials, and sports writers were
Bill Dukes of The Citadel, Harvey
Blouin of Carolina, Bud Corley of
Newberry, Claude Rothell of Clemson, Earl Dunham of Carolina,
George Fritts of Clemscn, Wade
Padgett and Charles Timmons of
Clemson.
Elston will be presented the trophy at a banquet Tuesday night,
December 9, at Presbyterian ,College in Clinton.

With only three weeks remaining before the Christmas holidays,
Clemson's basketball team is rounding into shape. Although the first
game is not scheduled until January 2, it is well that practice ■ is
progressing so early. The team must
be brought along slowly in order
to function properly when actual
competition begins.
"Hawk" Craig and Bill Chipley
are taking a well-deserved rest
and have not reported as yet. Joe
Blalock, with the All-Star game in
Greenville Saturday and t;he BlueGray game in Birmingham, Alabama, on the 26th, is doubtful as to
his reporting.
Coach Norman has started scrimmage and the three teams which
alternate have come along nicely.
Members of the squad are: seniors Graham and Ellis; juniors,
Craig, Chipley, R. Moise, Lambracos, Elliott, Freeny, Milford, Riley,
Sears, Lang, and Hill; and sopho- stiff muscles by road work and
mores Cathy, Martin, M.
Moise, exercises.
Jordan, Tillman, and Coker.

Boxers Work Out
Under Coach Cox
Coach Walter Cox last week issued a call to all varsity boxers
to report to practice. Cox intends
to get an early start, and whip the
team into shape slowly to prevent
injuries.
Led by Captain Johnny Beckett
and Alternate Captain Jake Colvin
the squad is beginning to loosen up

Norman And
McMillan Win
Contest Steaks
Coming from behind at the last
minute, Coach "Rock"
Norman
overtook Covington McMillian to
end the Tiger football forecast in
a dead heat. Banks McFadden was
almost in there
too, but ^almost
isn't enough.
There remains no alternative;
both coaches will
be paid off by
one George Cavalerius. They both
deserve it with a .745 average and
with the season as topsy-turvy as
it has been.
It is significant that none went
as low as .500, which is a good
percentage in itself. With a minimum of .645 for
62 games, the
gentlemen ■ at the Field House definitely have
something on the
ball.
Norman—.725
McMillian—.725
McFaddin—.710
Howard—.678
Cox—.645

The Greenville chapter of Clemson alumni gave their annual banquet and praises to the Clemson
football squad last Tuesday night
at the Poinsett Hotel in Greenville.
Dr. B. R. Turnipseed, pastor of
the Buncombe Street Methodist
Church, delivered the invocation
and also presented the senior members of the squad with gifts. The
senior players, Hugh
Jameson,
Wade Padgett, George Fritts, Red
Sandifer; Carol Hambright, Joe
Blalock, Norwood McElveen, Ace
Parker, Charlie Timmons, Ray
Hamer, Ed McLendon, Len Jordan, and manager Pig Thomas, who
graduates this year were recognized
and presented with their gifts.
Billy Laval, the guest speaker,
recounted the baseball and football
scene over the state for the past
twenty years, and his sparkling
humor added much to his interesting talk.
Goode Bryan, the master of
ceremonies, then introduced Coach
Frank Howard, who introduced the
other members of the coaching
staff as well as their wives. The
players returning to Clemson next
year were also introduced. A review of the past season, and preview
j 0f the coming season were presented. Four games will be played
at the new stadium next year, and
five on the road. Boston College,
P. C, George Washington,
and
Furman will make the trips over to
Tigertown.

FACTORY ADVERTISING SALE

ONE HOUR ONLY, FRIDAY, 4 P. M. TO 5 P. M.

S15.00 UNDERWOOD TWOTr
SHAVER
SHAVING HEADS

FOUR SHAVING EDGES

Only 100 to be sold at this 1-hour sale — by arrangement with the manufacturer
of this nationally-advertised dry shaver we are limited to 100 only. We suggest
you attend this sale early to avoid disappointment.
IF YOU CANNOT ATTEND THIS
SALE. LEAVE .MONEY
BEFORE
SALE AND YOUR SHAVER WILL BE
SAVED FOR YOU.

I$j99

Just plug In and shave,
Will pay for itself in
sayings on blades, soap,
brush, powder, etc.

LIMIT
2 to 2
Coupon

NEW
1942
MODEL

NO CATCH TO THIS—-Just Pay $1.99 au^ i» s yours
The Only Dry Shaver In The
World With All These Features
Ivory Case, Rubber Grip

LIFETIME GUARANTEE

ODDS 'N ENDS—Seen at Auburn were football stars
•of last year, Bill Hall and J. H. Richardson. Hall was AllState tackle and Richardson was a guard. Also at the game
was Captain Jervey, one of Clemson's biggest Iptay supporters from Washington, D. C, . . . Brothers Bob and Mac
Moise have been playing basketball in their home town for
the past several years, but have never been out for the same
team before this year at Clemson ... Joe Blalock may not
be able to play basketball this year because of class attenddance regulations. Joe was recently placed on C. P.'s AllAmerica, and on Life magazine's 3'rd All America football
teteins .

Payne, Padgett
Place On Second
Conference Team

De Luxe Shaving Head—Distinctive
Streamlined Design—Self Sharpening—
No Radio Interference—Precision Built
—Tool Steel
Cutting Blades—SeifStartlng-»-Approved by Underwriters
Lab.—Multiway—All-Beard Pick-Up—
Requires No Oiling.

PEPSI-COLA to made only by PEPSI-COLA COMPANY, Long Island
City, New York. Authorized Bottler; PEPSI-COLA Bottling Company
at Anderson, S. C.

L. C. MARTIN
DRUG CC.

MAIL ORDERS 16c EXTRA

Students and soldiers in uniform will be admitted to the
first annual larolinas Bowl
football game nere Saturday
for $1, officials announced today.
The gertferal admission is S3.
Students not in school uniform must be able to identify
themselves as students in order
to buy student tickets.
Tickets are on sale at Carpentor Bros, drugstore on South
Main street here and will be on
sale at the game.
More than 4,000,000 persons saw
educational films and slide seta
distributed last year by the University of Texas visual instruction
bureau.

PUNGENT PIPE PUTS
PA IN PICKLEbut he's out of the dog house now!

LOOKS LIKE THE FINISH!
One wallop and that smelly
old briar will be no more!
What's the neighbor saying?
,:
Switch to a mild tobacco
like Sir Walter."
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Air Corps Officers Interview ROTC Engineers
Charleston County

Scabbard And Blade Offers Medals, Club To Give Dance The Last Word Former Clemson
—hf uncle waited
Platoon Bars, Plaque Each Year
Men Begin Air
Variety May Be Spice Of Life In Places,
But Inconsistency Is Best Bet At ClemCorps Training
son.

By BONNEB MANLY
Clemson's company of Scabbard
and Blade, national honorary military society, was organized and
charted in 1933 under the command of Captain B. C. Martin.
Eight years have passed since the
first meeting of the society was
called at Clemson and in that time
Company K of the Seventh Regiment of the national society has
tapped 207 men to membership.
Today there are
twenty-two
members of Clemson's company
which is commanded by J. L.
Thompson, textile student from
North Augusta, South Carolina. The
remainder of trie company staff is
as follows: First Lieutenant, M.
R. Hunter, Pre-Medical student
from Gray Court, South Carolina;
Second Lieutenant, L. O. Floyd,
electrical engineering student from
Scranton, South Carolina; First
Sergeant, O. B. Cannon, general
science student from Newberry,
South Carolina.
■ The twenty-two active members
at Clemson are a part of forty
thousand active and inactive mem-

BUY YOUR GIFTS
AT

BROCK'S
JEWELERS
GREENVILLE, S. C.

WE L C O M E
TO

PETE'S
' NO. 1

bers of the national society in the
United States. These men are
pledged to live up to the purpose
and aim of the society as stated
in the preamble of the constitution of the society which says, in
part, "we, cadet officers in various
colleges and universities conferring
baccalaureate degree, do form this
society and adopt this constitution in order to preserve and develop the essential qualities of good
and efficient officers; to unite in
closer relationship the military departments of American universities
and colleges; to prepare ourselves
as educated men to take a more
active part and to have a greater
influence in the military affairs
of the communities in which we
reside; and above all to spread intelligent information
concerning
the military requirements of our
country."
Scabbard and Blade was the originator of the idea of selecting an
honorary Cadet Colonel each year,
and in conjunction with that policy,
presented the idea of having a
moonlight parade in honor of the
honorary Cadet Colonel. Every year
Company! K of the Second Regiment sponsors the Military . Ball
at which each member of the company has a sponsor. The honorary
Colonel is chosen from the group
of sponsors for the various members of the organization.
In keeping with the policy of
the organization to "preserve and
develop the essential qualities of
good and efficient officers and to
spread intelligent information concerning the military requirements
of our country" the local company
presents medals to the best drilled
sergeant, corporal, and freshman
in the brigade every year. The company is also in charge .of the eliminations for the various awards and
platoons, and presents bars to the
members of the fancy drill platoons.
Company K will, for the first
time, buy and present a complete

The ninth annual Beta Sigma
Chi dance will be held on December 30 at Ashley Park in Charleston with the Jungaleers furnishing
the jive, it was announced yesterday by President E. A. LaRoache,
The dance will be informal, and
all Clemson men and their friends
are being invited to attend. Proceeds of the affair will be used
for the anr.ual • scholarship given
by the fraternity to an outstanding
high school senior planning to attend Clemson the following year.
The present holder of the scholarship is Edward L. Price, Jr., second honor graduate of the High
School of Charleston in the class
of '41.

Clemson Rifle
Team Members
Go To Citadel
Clemson's rifle team, captained
by Miles R. Hunter, will ieave the
campus tomorrow afternoon for
Charleston where thev will fire
against The Citadel in a shoulder
to shoulder match Saturday afternoon. This will be the first natch
of the season for the Tiger riflemen.
Among those who will make the
trip, Hunter said, will be A. H.
Yecko and J. E. Hudson. Captain
Farr, Colonel Sims, and Lieutenant Hill, of ■ the commandant's
staff will also- probably make the
trip, Hunter said.
uniform tb the honorary Colonel
this year. In keeping with tradition, Scabbard afid Blade will also
present a plaque to the sponsor
who is chosen by the judges for the
post.

14 PENDLETON ST.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
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<SDb0OTaDBC3J
AN INVESTMENT IN
GOOD APPEARANCE
26 S. Main St.
Greenville, S. C.

STONE BROTHERS
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN, YOUNG MEN
Rotted gold

AND STUDENTS.

plate case

108 N. Main Street,
NO

FINER

Greenville, S. C.

GIFT

TRADE WITH ONE OF THE BOYS FOR CHRISTMAS
FOR HER AT REASONABLE PRICES.
NO

WISER

See H. C. MILHOUS, Room 1-369, Representative of
MARCUM'S JEWELRY STORE, Easley, S. C.

CHOICE

The consistent inconsistency
in Administration regulations at
Clemson is simply amazing.
Your uncle Walter's little epic
of the history cf class cutters
and their perilous existence was
only a mild example of the
precarious life led by miscreants and the holier-than-thous
alike. Even the YMCA boys get
caught in the suction occasioniy.
Take the college catalog and
the Cadet Regulations, for example. The catalog says that
commissioned
cadet
officer
should be chcsen from the senior class when practicable—but
the whip-offs suffered by capable military leaders who failed to make enough credits to
become seniors are ample proof
what the military department
thinks about that regulation.
And the college catalog also
says that any cadet who is of
age and paying his expenses can
at any time demand his discharge — yet the same cadet
may be required to obtain his
parents consent in order to be
allowed a leave.
Then there's the prize article
in the Cadet Regulations that
says the duty of the regimental
supply sergeant is to assist the
regimental supply officer. Well,
that's all right except for two
things: 1. The supply officer
hasn't anything to do. 2. There
is no regimental supply sergeant.
Another regulation in this, the
nut boy's Bible, states that no
cadet has authority to report
a senior in rank unless he is
on special duty, such as guard
detail. Well, the scrrows caused by snatch artists of the
sophomore and junior classes
along this line equal all the
i heartaches laid to demon rum.

ENROLL AT

Waldrop's Academy
Of Beauty Culture
10 W. NORTH ST.
GREENVILLE, S. C.

And another. This choice
scrap of contradiction causes
senior privates to jump with
joy — until they turn the page.
Article VII, section 25, paragraph f, part 2, says that second lieutenants will form a
roster for officers of the guard.
But, next parge, Article VIII.
section 27, paragraph a, no part,
says that senior privates shall
serve as acting officers of the
guard, neglecting to add that
they fail to get the two bits pay
the shavetails receive. We ask
you, is that fair?
Now, don't get us wrong,
We're all for the credit standards which determine the class '
of individual cadets, because we
have ample (two more than
needed) credits to be a senior.
But just the same, it wasn't
worked out thoroughly. Don't
tell 'em, but according to reliable figures, it is not only possible but highly probable, that
members of the student body
will graduate without ever having been seniors, and certain
seniors couldn't graduate if the
college made them a gift of a
dozen or so credits.
But most of the inconsistencies have been eliminated this
year. Last year, it was against
regulations to get a hair cut
from the middle of October to
some time in March, and every
cadet was required to own at
least two pairs of long, w'oplen
underwear.
The best example of these
foolish things is the legendary
story that there is a regulation
prohibiting married cadets living in barracks. "It's there,"
officials says, "but we just can't
find it. So we suppose it's all
right for family men to live in
barracks."

Five former students of Clem
son College recently began their
training in the Southeast Air Corps
Training Center to become pilots
for the United States Army.
The men are James Theodore of
Greenville, Clyde McRay Livingston of Lexington, William Duncan Workman of Clinton, Walter
Scott Nelson, Jr., of Savannah,
Ga„ and Joe Vernon Lane of
Dillon.
They entered the replacement
center at Maxwell Field,
Ala,,
headquarters of the training center,
early,in November. They soon will
be sent to primary schools in the
southeast where they will receive
their primary flight training under
trained civilian instructors. Upon
the completion of the 300 week's
flight training course, they will
be awarded commissions as second
lieutenants in the Army Air Corps.

All Students Are
Asked To Write To
WAIM About Games
The Tiger urges each
member of the student
body to write a letter to
radio station WAIM in
Anderson and express
his appreciation for the
station's
broadcasting
Clemson football games
this season. The programs were sponsored
by Commercial advertisers, and in order to obtain contracts for covering all of the games
next season, the advertising manager at WAIM
must be able to show the
sponsors that the programs have a large audience.
Address all letters to
The Advertising Manager,
Radio
Station,
WAIM, Anderson, South
Carolina.
COLLEGE MUSIC
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.—(ACP)—
College campuses are the birthplace
of. more outstanding musical organizations than any other institution in the United States, according to Herbie Kay, orchestra leader.
,
Kay speaks from experience, because he got his start at Northwestern University.
He Is credited with discovery of
such now-prominent stars as Dorothy Lamour, his former wife,
Shirley Ross and Jeanne Carroll.

WINTER SPORTS
ITHACA, N. Y.—(ACP)—In order to provide winter recreational
facilities for an increasing number
of interested students, Cornell
University will open a ski center
this winter on 30 acres of hill
property near here.
Funds have been appropriated
for a ski tow, ski jump,. shelter
house, and for clearing the area.
The center has been designated
"Tar Young Hill" in recognition
of Prof. Charles V. P. Young, Cornell, 1899, 'who for 37 years has
Three members of the original
fostered outdoor recreation for freshmen class of ' Queens college
Cornell students.
that was graduated in June have
returned to the campus as memThe campus of Norwich univer- bers of the faculty.
sity is undergoing a major facelifting operation to provide a setThe. Average first-year college girl
ting for two new buildings, White spends $108 for room decorations
mess hall and a civil and electrical and $120 for clothes, a check-up
engineering laboratory.
indicated.

Clemson Cadets Are Always
Welcome
MAYFJUR GRILL
ANDERSON, S. C.

MAIN STREET

DOBBS HATS
MANHATTAN SHIRTS

NOTICE

DOROTHY McGUIRE
. . . popular star of John
Golden's hit play"Claudia,"
says Merry Christmas to
her many friends with the
cigarette that Satisfies.

Hck&Warry

INC.

lege-Seal Jewelry. Also Junior and Senior R. O. T. C.

MAI N AT EARLE ST.

^Chesterfield

"The Home Of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes

men use your credit for clothes and Chritmas presents.

... it's his cigarette and mine

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
COMPANY

lhis year they're saying
Merry Christmas with Chesterfields.
JTor your friends in the Service
And for the folks at home
What better Christmas present
Than these beautiful gift cartons
Of 10 packs, 3 packs, or 4 tins of SO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Tests have proven that we have the most durahle
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

NICK'S BEST DINER
WORLD'S

BEST HAMBURGER CURB

N. Main St.

WHY?
*OTTlED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA
C. &. HOOVER, Mgr.

BOTTLING

COMPANY

ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Milder Better-Tasting
... that's why

/neuSdfa.

SERVICE
Greenville, S. C,

Clemson's 2,300 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure . ..

plus to*

&ix recruiting officers for the
Air Corps visited , Clemson yesterterday and Tuesday to interview
prospective R. O. T. C. graduates
who desire to transfer their commissions from the infantry to the
Air Corps as technical officers in
the Materiel Division. Twentyeight Clemson graduates will be
selected from those interviewed to
go to Wright field for training.
Major J. H. Sams, formerly of
the Clemspn school of engineering
headed the delegation of officers.
Several hundred of this year's
graduating class of reserve officers
with engineering degrees are needed by the
Materiel Division at
Wright Field to conduct the research and development program
of the Air Corps.
The recently
created Air Service Command,
which has the supply and maintenance function of the air force,
needs hundreds more to serve as^
squadron engineering officers and
to administer the enormous supply
program of the service.
All of
these officers are to be selected
from qualified R. O. T. C. graduates.
Applicants for' transfer of commission will be considered from all
engineering schools in the country. Ten per cent of the total
R. O. T. C. graduates for this y»ar
will be selected.
Students in all branches of enI gineering at Clemson were offered
the opportunity to apply for transfers. Especially desired were mechanical and electrical engineers.

Specializes in
Fresh, Toasted Grilled Wlrapy's
114 N. Main St.
Greenville
J. J. Raftakis, Prop.
37 Years In Greenville

HOKE SLOAN'S
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Recruiting Officers
Are Headed By Sams

The Atlantic Grill

ANDERSON'S FINEST

We are holding checks until after Christmas on Col-

Twenty-Eight Be
Taken From 1941
ROTC Class Here

BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

The Clemson College Laundry

Copyright 1941,

LICCETT

& MTEU

INothing else you can buy
Will give more pleasure for the money.

Buy Chesterfields
For your family and friends
Beautifully packed for Christmas.

TOBACCO CO.

G0JIGERS.G0

CHARLIE'S STEAK HOUSE

Compliments Of

ROGERS
DRUG STORE
EASLEY, S. C.

CHARLIE'S IS THE ONLY PLACE
FOR A STEAK.
GREENVILLE, S. C.

